Logan Elmer, of Fall River, plays at the splash pad at the Thomas Chew Park and Field playground Tuesday.
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Fall River helping restaurants expand outdoor dining
Ashley Schuler
The Herald News
USA TODAY NETWORK

FALL RIVER — There may soon be
more al fresco dining options coming to
Fall River. The city is thinking outside
the box to give restaurant owners a

chance to expand their business outside
the building.
On Monday, Fall River released new
guidelines for outdoor dining and a
streamlined permitting process with the
hopes of making it easier for businesses
still recovering from the pandemic to
“create or enhance areas that will add

seating capacity to their establishment.”
Coupled with this eﬀort, grants are
being oﬀered to all restaurants, cafés
and food service businesses in the city.
All just in time to take advantage of
the latter half of the 2022 outdoor dining
season, which extends until Nov. 1.

“I know a lot of restaurants have seen
success with outdoor dining ... we just
don’t have as many outdoor dining
spots as some other cities so this is really meant to inspire people,” said Patti
Rego, executive director of Viva Fall
See DINING, Page 2A
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Creating opportunities
for restaurants

Pet shop owner Julia, 32, looks at the
debris of her shop Friday after it was
hit by Russian forces in Toretsk,
eastern Ukraine.
BULENT KILIC/AFP VIA GETTY IMAGES

shelter and are in danger,” Enerhoatom,
a Ukrainian state enterprise, said on its
Telegram channel.
Enerhoatom said Friday that Russian rockets had damaged the plant’s
facilities, including a nitrogen-oxygen
unit and a high-voltage power line. Local Russian-appointed officials acknowledged the damage, but blamed it
on alleged Ukrainian shelling.
In Ukraine’s south, two civilians
were seriously injured Saturday after
Russian forces fired rockets on the
Black Sea port of Mykolayiv before
dawn, according to regional authorities. That followed a Friday afternoon
attack on Mykolayiv that killed one
person and wounded 21 others.
In the north, Ukraine’s second-largest city of Kharkiv and its surrounding
area also came under Russian rocket
fire again overnight, according to regional governor Oleh Syniehubov. An
18-year-old in Chuhuiv, a town near
Kharkiv, had to be hospitalized Saturday after he picked up an unexploded
shell.
Both Chuhuiv and Kharkiv have endured sustained Russian shelling in recent weeks, due to their proximity to
the Russian border.
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The city’s latest endeavor aims to
boost outdoor dining options, especially for those downtown or inner city
businesses who perhaps overlooked
the possibility in the past, Rego said.
“This money is more about helping
people to imagine that things are possible that maybe they didn’t always
imagine were possible,” she said.
Rego hopes local foodies will realize
they don’t have to head to an often jampacked waterfront site to have a fun
outdoor dining experience.
“Outdoor dining doesn’t just mean
waterfront dining ... this is an opportunity for other restaurants to create
these nice dining experiences that
don’t necessarily have to be these big
elaborate things,” Rego said.
Businesses can receive up to $2,000
to set up outdoor dining. Funds can be
utilized for everything from construction materials to safety structures to
furniture and lighting.

Who can get the grants
This funding is available through the
city of Fall River along with MassDevelopment’s Transformative Development Initiative and is being administered through Viva Fall River and the
Fall River Planning Department.
Grants are expected to be awarded to
seven to 10 businesses on a first-come,
first-served basis, so those considering
it should just go for it, Rego said. It’s an
easy application and it’s money they
want to give away quickly, as the end of
summer draws near.
“I think people should just dream big
and see what they can make happen,”
Rego said.
The application for the Outdoor Dining Grant Program can be found at
https://www.vivafallriver.com/outdoo
r-dining-grant/.
Aside from the grants, a large part of
the city’s effort that’s been a year in the
making is adopting new outdoor dining
guidelines and making the permitting
process easier to navigate.
Now all necessary materials can be
found in one place on the city’s website.
According to Rego, Viva Fall River
and the city, through TDI, have been
working with three downtown businesses — Harry’s Restaurant, New
England Homemade Donuts and T.A.
Restaurant — to establish outdoor patio areas.

A smoother, more efficient
process for restaurant owners
It was during this time that one thing
became apparent, Rego said — “the
permitting process was quite clunky
and the city really wanted to do something about that.”
Rego said this “separate but parallel
effort” ultimately served as a catalyst
for the city’s recent push for a smoother, more efficient process.
“There’s lots of hoops to jump
through, but it doesn’t have to be arduous if you just have all the information

A patio is in the works at Harry’s
Restaurant in downtown Fall River.
PHOTOS BY COLIN FURZE/THE HERALD NEWS

An outdoor dining area is coming to
T.A. Restaurant on South Main Street
in Fall River.

in one place and it can take you right
through from beginning to end,” she
said.
While other cities have clear guidelines on everything from safety measures to what you can construct to best
practices to construct, Fall River has
had no clear roadmap for local restaurant owners to follow until this point.
“Not having that was hurting us and
making it harder for people to imagine
they could have an outdoor dining
area,” Rego said.
Fall River used part of its MassDevelopment funding to hire a consultant,
and multiple departments — from traffic to police and fire to planning — had a
role in crafting clear, concise guidelines
“with ease in mind, but safety first.”
“That combined with this little seed
funding is really the spark that’s needed to get this outdoor dining going,” Rego said.

Just in time for
Fall Restaurant Week
Though it took longer than anticipated to get here, Rego said businesses
still have “three great months left,”
which includes an upcoming Fall Restaurant Week slated for Friday, Oct. 14,
through Thursday, Oct. 20.
More details on Restaurant Week
will be announced on Viva Fall River’s
Facebook page as the date approaches.
Rego said the launch of this outdoor
dining effort will serve as a sort of dry
run, with the goal of being off and running once next year’s outdoor dining
season kicks off in April.
“With the new guidelines that have
been adopted and a streamlined permitting process hopefully this will be
painless for everybody and just really
help us increase the number of outdoor
dining options that are not just at the
waterfront,” she said.
The new guidelines, which include
mock-ups of approved layouts, and the
outdoor dining permit application, can
be found at https://www.fallriverma.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/
07/Fall-River-Outdoor-Dining-Regulations-and-application-guidelines_FINAL....pdf
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